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Abstract—The task of colorizing black and white images has
previously been explored for natural images. In this paper we
look at the task of colorization on a different domain: webtoons.
To our knowledge this type of dataset hasn’t been used before.
Webtoons are usually produced in color thus they make a good
dataset for analyzing different colorization models. Comics like
webtoons also present some additional challenges over natural
images, such as occlusion by speech bubbles and text. First we
look at some of the previously introduced models’ performance on
this task and suggest modifications to address their problems. We
propose a new model composed of two networks; one network
generates sparse color information and a second network uses
this generated color information as input to apply color to the
whole image. These two networks are trained end-to-end. Our
proposed model solves some of the problems observed with other
architectures, resulting in better colorizations.

Keywords—colorization, webtoons, convolutional neural net-
works

I. INTRODUCTION

Webtoons are an online form of comics that have gained
significant popularity with the spread of mobile devices. Usu-
ally released on a weekly schedule and produced in full color
they can be the work of a single artist or the work of multiple
artists working together; a writer, an illustrator, a colorist...
They are tailored for smart phones thus stories are told in
a vertical layout. A quick scroll can give us a sense of that
webtoon’s individual visual style. Apart from the drawing
style we can easily see the color pallet being used distinctly
reflecting the identity of that webtoon.

In image processing, colorization is the task of generating
colored images from grayscale inputs. From a computational
point of view it can be formulated as mapping one dimension
onto a three dimensional space.

Purpose of our research is twofold. Training a model capa-
ble of generating good possible colorizations while capturing
the necessary features for colorization, without the need for
post-processing steps. As well as getting better insight into
neural network models used for colorization by evaluating
them on a different domain.

Fig. 1. Challenges of webtoons dataset; high multimodality, occlusion,
texture...

A. Potential Uses

The task of colorization has so far been only researched
on natural images. By looking at this task through the lens of
a different domain such as comics we can gain insight into
the inner workings of these models. Colorization was proven
useful for downstream tasks and as a form of unsupervised
pre-training [1], [2]. For example webtoons themselves can
have (intentionally) uncolored panels, as in Figure 2, and
colorizing these as a preprocessing step can help on tasks
such as segmentation. We hypothesize that a network trained
on webtoons data can learn features useful for other coloring
tasks such as coloring sketches implicitly,i.e without needing
a reference image.

Colorization is also explored as an avenue for image
compression [3]. Although we focus on generating possible
colorizations rather than being perfectly faithful to ground
truth, we think our work is an important first step in this
direction. Since webtoons are produced in color this makes
them a good testbed dataset for these purposes.

B. Challenges

Compared to natural images colorization of webtoons
can be more difficult due to occlusion by speech bubbles,



Fig. 2. Where generated colorizations are more colorful than the originals.
This can be seen as success or failure depending on the intended application.
We view this as success for its potential use.

text and texture effects, e.g. Figure 1. Moreover, comics
also show higher multimodality where the possible set of
colors for a given entity is potentially only limited by
imagination. There can be purple apples in comics but not
likely in natural images. There is also more variance in shapes.

There is currently no standard large dataset available for
comics as in the case of natural images. For research we have
to collect our own data which can be arduous and usually
due to copyright sharing is not possible. The lack of pre-
trained networks on this type of dataset which can provide
important hints to the network such as semantic information
also makes comics processing challenging. The work of [4]
trained on illustrations for tag classification is the closest to
comics domain.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

User input guided [5] or fully automatic [6], [7], [8], [1],
[2], [9], [10], [11], [12] colorization systems based on neural
networks making use of large datasets such as Imagenet [13]
has been where the majority of colorization research focused
on. To our knowledge there has been no previous works for
colorizing comics such as webtoons. Although there are very
recent works on colorizing sketches [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19], [20] our task is different in that we are colorizing
grayscale images and not sketches.

Commonly when using natural images, pre-trained net-
works on tasks such as object classification and segmentation
are leveraged. This type of auxiliary information is used in
[2] when extracting features in form of hypercolumns, [10]
uses features from the VGG[21] network, [6] uses additional
classification loss,[7] also employ ResNet101 pre-trained on
segmentation task. But for our task such pre-trained networks
or labeled data is not present.

A key information from [7] is the observation that simply
up-scaling the lower resolution version of the chrominance
of an image can be sufficient for coloring, meaning only a
little color information is needed. They train two networks
individually; a coloring network that generates low resolution
chrominance channels given grayscale image and a refinement
network that combines this chrominance with the grayscale
image. [16] also uses two networks trained individually for
the task of colorizing sketches. Where a color generating
network is trained by removing random patches of color. [8]
introduces a model for the more abstract task of image-to-
image translation. They use conditional generative adversarial
networks(CGAN), conditioning on the input image.

Coloring can also be thought of as a style thus applying
style transfer [22], [23] methods for this task also sounds
viable. But there are a few things to be considered; style

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE DATASET.

Webtoon Name Example Images Data sizes

가우스전자 시즌3
by 곽백수

Train:1756
Val:98
Test:97

슈퍼 시크릿

by 이온

Train:5691
Val:316
Test:316

일상날개짓

by 나유진

Train:1056
Val:59
Test:58

크리퍼스큘

by 밀치/얌치

Train:2468
Val:137
Test:137

혈액형에 관한

간단한 고찰

by 박동선

Train:2947
Val:164
Test:163

transfer methods such as [22] transfer the whole style, drawing
and color. Whereas we would like to leave the drawing style
untouched. [24], [25] transfers the drawing style and preserves
the color which can be though of as the reverse direction of
what we want to do. Color transfer methods [26] based on
histogram matching or color mapping between two images
exist for tasks like color correction. But all these methods rely
on there being a reference image given explicitly. [27] does
not require specific image pairs but sets of images, success of
which depends on the similarity of the two images.

Colorization of sketches is similar to the task of colorizing
grayscale images, and in a sense more difficult because the
grayscale information is not present. That is why most systems
rely on coloring based on a reference image [17], [18], [19].
But when the reference image differs in composition from
the target image to be colorized, the colorization may fail
altogether (grayish outputs). [19] modifies the main architec-
ture introduced in [6] by adding the histogram of a reference
image in the fuse layer, followed by post-processing steps. [18]
uses the network of [8] on a single reference image, followed
by post-processing using segmentation to deal with the extra
colorfulness of results generated by conditional GANs [28].
This extra colorfulness is also something we observe in our
experiments as a result of adversarial loss.



Fig. 3. Common types of fail cases of all models. 1st column; although
models successfully color that character’s hair in other panels (below) they
fail on this instance due to the applied grainy texture. 2nd column; Occlusion
results in murky coloring, although successfully colored when fully visible
(below). 3rd column; Fails on multimodality, results in the most common
colors being selected for coloring. 4th column;text and effects contains very
similar light tones only. 5th column; complicated backgrounds

III. THE DATASET

For the reasons we mentioned above we chose to work
on webtoons. Unfortunately, there was no such dataset readily
available at the time. Thus we chose to collect our own dataset
by scraping Naver webtoons 1

A. Preprocessing

As with any scraped raw data we needed to do some
preprocessing, using the following steps:

Firstly, because the scraped images contained multiple
panels per image we cropped them into panels using a method
based on the common background color. Although this did not
always produce exact results it was mostly accurate.
Further to get rid off any meaningless remnants made by the
cropping process we removed images smaller or larger than
200 and 800 pixels in width or height. Because webtoons are
usually intended for being read on a mobile device their panels’
size more or less consistent.
Between each step we removed duplicate images since things
like title and ending panels are repeated. And as a final
step, naturally grayscale images were removed which got rid
off things like panels with speech balloons only. We did no
additional pruning of the data keeping noisy and challenging
images.

B. Properties

An overview of the dataset can be seen in Table I. Since
consecutive panels maybe very similar the train test data split
was done based on different issues of the webtoon. Otherwise
we may overestimate the success of a model since images with
very similar composition can end up split between the train and
test set.

We have picked these five webtoons as our dataset for
highlighting some of the potential difficulties of the task we
mentioned as seen in Figure 1. They contain; similar/same
looking characters with different colors, fine color gradients in
the light effects, panels with screen-tones only or with sparse
color, complicated or simple solid backgrounds, colored speech
balloons... By training using a large webtoon collection, com-
pared to using a single webtoon, the network can generalize

1http://comic.naver.com/index.nhn

Fig. 4. From left to right: with adversarial loss, L2 loss only, ground truth.
Top row: showing jumbled background colors. Bottom row: with adversarial
loss in some cases it is possible to get less washed out results.

better enabling it to color the types of panels that might be
uncharacteristic for a specific webtoon alone. We collected
a larger dataset that consists of 25 different webtoons but
decided to run our experiments first with this smaller dataset
to investigate the characteristics of the possible fail cases made
by various models in order to find the proper architecture for
this task. Common failures of models include; missing small
details in effects and accents, failing in presence of texture and
occlusion, complicated backgrounds, color bleeding outside
the lines. Some examples are shown in Figure 3.

The colorspace to represent the data in is also an important
choice. Colorspaces such as YUV, HSV and Lab allow easily
separating the chrominance of an image from its grayscale
values. We chose to use the Lab colorspace because it was
developed based on human vision and its channels are close
to independent [26]. In order to keep the full range of colors
we do not quantize (bin) the colorspace unlike [2], [1], [7].

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We focus on the model of [8] using the encoder-decoder
architecture of the generator for our networks. We use layers as
described in [8] adjusting the first layer depending on the input.
When using VGG we concatenate the features at the layers
with the same dimensions. The U-net [29], [8], [17] structure
that adds skip connections between encoder and decoder was
very important without these skip connections models weren’t
able to generate good colorizations.

We explain the various architectures considered leading to
the development of a model we will refer to as the color &
apply network where we achieve the best results. In line with
our purpose we evaluate models on whether the generated
coloring is consistent with that webtoons style and free of
artifacts we described. All the results in the figures are from
the test dataset, with the exception of Figure 5 and 6. All
models were were trained for their best results, decided on the
validation set for fair comparison. Differences between images
are best viewed on fullscreen.



Fig. 5. Model of [9] trained on a single class. Even though the images were
fully colored, there was no consistency and included many highly saturated
areas even from results on the training dataset

A. The Loss function

We investigated the effects of several loss functions.

Adversarial loss - In [8] a PatchGAN discriminator is used
and the loss function is defined as adversarial loss plus L1 loss.
While many other works use L2 loss only; with [6], [1], [2]
or without [10] some modifications. That is why we wanted
to compare the effects of adversarial loss on colorization.
Although using adversarial loss in addition to the L2 loss
might be better for the more general task of image-to-image
translation [8] we weren’t able to observe significant benefits
for the task of colorization. Adversarial loss did generate more
colorful results as reported in the original paper [8]. Although
this colourfulness may look more satisfying in some cases
such as coloring sketches [16], [17] it results in inconsistent
coloring. For example while coloring solid color backgrounds
as seen in figure 4 top row. On the validation set there were no
outstanding perceptual differences and numerically L2 losses
throughout the training were also very similar. The average
L2 loss on the test set was 1578.8 for the model using only
L2 loss, whereas it was 1595.0 for the model with adversarial
loss. In both cases, more so with adversarial loss, there was
a type of color confusion/uncertainty happening around areas
with speech bubbles.

Conditioning on the label - Since knowing which webtoon
an image belongs to can reduce the set of possible colors
we tried also conditioning on the label with the adversarial
model. But this didn’t improve and in some cases decreased
the quality. We hypothesize that this is because the model was
already able to infer the label without being conditioned on it,
and this explicit conditioning decreased the model capacity by
a small margin.

Classification loss - Additional to L2 loss we defined

Fig. 6. Training with sparse color information led the network to focus on
the details (smaller regions)

Fig. 7. On the left are images generated at the first iteration, on the right
are images generated at the second iteration by using left image as input.

another type of loss which is calculated by running the
generated image through a VGG16 classifier network. This
VGG16 network, explained in more detail below, was trained
to classify colored webtoon images. We would like to note
this method is highly dependent on the quality of the classifier
used. In our experiments we didn’t see any benefits from
adding this loss probably due to the classifier being able to
classify the image easily, a classifier more sensitive to the color
might be necessary for this approach to work which we leave
for our future work.

We also tried the models of [9] that use variational auto
encoders. Results can be seen in Figure 5. Although this model
was trained on a single class for a longer time it didn’t reach
the results we expected so we didn’t followup on the variations
of this architecture.

In order to alleviate the problems of jumbled colors and
color bleeding seen in models so far, we tried two different
approaches. Using an auxiliary pre-trained network and train-
ing two networks each focused on a different part of the task.
We will talk about these methods in the following subsections.

B. Using Features from Pre-trained Networks

As we have mentioned in our review of the related research,
pre-trained networks are often used for adding semantic infor-
mation to a model. At first we looked at the work of [4] since
classifying tags for illustrations is closer to our domain than
natural images. In our preliminary work we used pre-trained
weights of [4] with the model of [10] but didn’t see significant
gains compared to training from scratch.

We also trained ResNet-50 and VGG16 models on webtoon
classification task. Two versions of each were trained; one on
color images another on grayscale. There wasn’t a significant
difference in classification accuracy between these two ver-
sions. Looking at the activations the ResNet-50 [30] network
didn’t learn any features beyond the first few layers even on
the larger dataset with 25 classes. This is probably due to the
task being to simple for training such a deep network. ResNet-
50 also achieved lower accuracy compared to VGG16 when
the number of classes were 5.



Fig. 8. The general model architecture. ab’ is chroma generated by using the
output of color generator where the color generator only gets the grayscale
image as input.

Overall we found the features learned by VGG16 [21] net-
work architecture better suited. We used the outputs of layers
conv 1 2, conv 2 2 and conv 3 1 by concatenating them to
the encoder at the suitable layers. Looking at the results on
the test set there was some minor perceptual improvements
on some cases. The average L2 loss was also slightly lower
1561.3.

There are variations as to how to train this auxiliary
network best for it to select features useful for the colorization
task. We chose to train on grayscale images as this would be
the type of image available on inference time.

C. Coloring Within the Lines

There were many instances where the network would
generate the correct color for a small area of the object but
fail to apply it to the whole. Also another common type of
situation was where the correct hue would be generated but
with lower saturation than expected.
To address these problems we thought of using an iterative
generation process where at generation time the output of the
network could be fed back to itself as the input, iterating
as many times as needed. To make this network learn how
to generate colors, at training time the network would be
given very sparse color information. This can be though of
as applying dropout to the inputs but only on the chroma
channels. One interesting result of training the network on
sparse color information was that it led the network to focus
on the less commonly occurring colors in the smaller details,
seen in Figure 6. We also tried drop out on the channel level,
omitting one channel at a time, which learned the more general
colors.

But this single network approach resulted in very saturated
results because the output at first iteration would contain more
color information than the network is trained on resulting on
the following iterations being more and more saturated, as can
be seen in Figure 7. Also the errors made at the first iteration
would get propagated. So instead of tasking one network with
both generation and application of color we decided to train
two networks. Where one network generates sparse colors and
the other network uses this as input to color the whole picture.
We will refer to them as the coloring network and the applier
network as it learns how to apply the given colors to the
image. An overview of the model architecture can be seen

Fig. 9. Left images L2 loss only, right images from the color & apply
network. Our colorize & apply model is better at generating more consistent
colors for continuous regions with solid color and reduces color bleeding

Fig. 10. Typical mistakes of the color & apply network; segments(1st and
2nd pictures) or boundary like areas(4th and rightmost picture) are colored
differently. In the 3rd picture the green segment is colored wrong due to
segment shape similarity

in Figure 8 This can be though of as a person being given a
choice of colors for coloring within the lines. In theory the first
network can be replaced with user input when user interaction
is required, although we haven’t tried this.

We define image’ to be the image where dropout is applied
to the ab channels with a keep probability of 0.01. And
generated’ to be the image chroma generated by that network
from the input image’. The loss for the applier network is the
L2 loss between generated’ chroma and the ground truth image
chroma. The color generator is trained with color generator
loss plus color loss.

This method is somewhat similar to that of [16], [8]. Dif-
ferently from these models our colorization network generates
sparse color information rather than a low resolution one.
Also differently, we train our two networks end-to-end. [8]
uses a pre-trained ResNet-101[30] on segmentation, we do not
employ but believe that our network can also benefit from such
segmentation information. The method of removing random
patches for training used in [16] was only able to produce
sepia tones when we tried to replicate its results using its open
sourced code.

This model was especially effective on reducing the mul-
tiple color effect observed on backgrounds. Comparison be-
tween this model and model using L2 loss only can be seen
in Figure 9. The amount of dropout applied while training
the applier network effects the color information learned by
coloring network indirectly through color loss.



V. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we introduced the task of colorizing webtoons,
establishing webtoons as a worthwhile and challenging dataset.
We covered the existing models and brought to attention the
potential of using a dataset of a different domain. Through this
approach, during our research we were able to see the artifacts
created by different models and gained a deeper understanding
of adversarial networks. We believe it is important to also focus
on the examples the models fail on and shared some instances
that fell short of our expectations.

For our future work we will be focusing on improving the
color & apply network while using a larger dataset. Training
using dropout also for the lightness channel would be a simple
extension of this model, potentially allowing the use of pre-
trained features for colorizing sketches. Which is something
we will be doing in our future work.

APPENDIX

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

All image preprocessing was done with ImageMagick R©.
In all the experiments we use images resized to 256x256.
Conversions between different color spaces were done using
OpenCV library. We suggest to be careful of mixing different
libraries for this purpose as numerical ranges used to represent
the images may not be consistent between libraries. Also
the precision loss due to conversions between integer and
float is another point to be careful of. All experiments were
implemented with Tensorflow and run on Nvidia Titan X GPU.
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